
AT Solutions Online
Fixing IT Right The
Very First Time



Welcome to our program...Welcome
        ongratulations on investing your time into researching one of the most

successful online automotive training companies. Automotive Training Solutions

is a full-service automotive training and research company that has been in

business for over 8 years. We provide technical training and research assistance

to automotive repair facilities in the minority and non-minority areas of the

Chicagoland area.

A modern-day automobile offers many challenges for automotive repair

facilities, the automotive repair technician is under great pressure to produce

accurate repair in a reasonable time period.

 

C
How does it all work?

https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/


We provide services that can assist in providing the research needed in order

to promote “fix it right the first time”. Our form of “just in time” training helps

to turn the common stress line into a timeline for a higher customer service

index. We are always striving to give something back to the automotive service

community, our main goal is to assist automotive repair shops in training their

technicians on new product as these automobiles enter into a global

economy.

https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/


Automotive Repairs and Diagnostics have

become extremely complex today, it takes

highly skilled instructors to deliver “live”

and “online” instruction effectively today.

Automotive Training Solutions provides a

means for the shop to receive “just in

time” training as well as diagnostic

assistance. We offer a highly effective

product for Automotive Repair Shops who

have all been listed as essential services in

the state of Illinois. We provide expertise 

in the following areas of repair:

Auto Maintenance
Services 

We design a customized maintenance plan

for each customer, the manufacturer’s

maintenance plan is strictly followed along

with recommended enhancements

designed into it. This helps maintain the

value of the customers product.

What we do?
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Brake Repair Pads &
Rotors 
Our trained technicians will provide an

exceptional repair using quality brake

parts. All vehicles are test driven after

repairs are completed to ensure the

vehicle brake system is operating as

designed.
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Shocks, Struts
Replacement  

Our students learn the latest in advanced

suspension and ride technology. The

advanced electrical concepts make todays

suspension systems much more that just

a mechanical and or hydraulic system.

ATSolutions
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System Diagnosis &
Repair  

We take pride in our diagnostic approach

to servicing our customers in terms of

emission and drive ability related repairs.

This area offers our students the greatest

challenges in the field of automotive

electrical and diagnostic repair.
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Air Conditioning
Services  

The modern-day automotive AC system

has evolved well beyond what anyone

would have expected, our students

receive detailed AC training and

certification in this area of expertise.

ATSolutions

https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/contact/


We are an organization that

is dedicated to “fix it right the

first time”. The average

consumer wants his vehicle

to perform as designed once

it is properly serviced. We

seek to outperform

expectations for our

customers

https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/contact/


Tires & Wheel Balancing  

Tires and Wheel Balancing has truly become an art in the study of vibration

analysis. We provide an introduction to advanced equipment in this area of

study

CALL US NOW
773 865 4414
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We always seek the ultimate trust from our

customers by providing services that go
above and beyond their expectations

https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/contact/
https://www.atsolutionsonline.com/contact/

